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Introduction
Only those with hands-on PPC experience know how much work is required before you actually hit “Enable campaign” in Google AdWords.
SEMrush tools are here to help you automate the most time-consuming
tasks, which are always behind the scenes but take hours and hours
of your time:

Competitor
analysis

Keyword
research

Creating ad copy
and visuals
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Who is this guide for?

In-House &
Agencies

Newbies &
Experts

Advertisers looking
for inspiration

This guide is for in-house
specialists and advertising
agencies who run search and
GDN campaigns and want to
improve their workflow.

It will help both newbies and
experienced advertisers save
time and streamline work
processes by automating
their daily routine.

PPC specialists who know
their business well and feel
dissatisfied with the lack of
fresh marketing vision can
also use this guide to
discover new ideas.

What will you learn?
First, you’ll get 5 easy-to-implement, actionable tips
on how to improve your existing PPC strategy. We will
then guide you all the way through the process of building a winning advertising campaign: from choosing
the right keywords to creating effective ad copy with
SEMrush tools.
After studying this guide, you’ll be able to handle the most
time-consuming activities with less effort and free yourself more time for strategic and creative tasks.

PRO tips
5 quick wins for your
PPC campaign
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PRO tips: 5 quick wins for
your PPC campaign
Looking for effective ways to optimize your existing AdWords campaign?
In this section, you will find 5 easy tactics you can implement using
SEMrush tools and boost your performance. Each of these steps will
only take you 10 minutes or less.

1

See competitors’
keywords that you
do not rank for

Choosing the best keywords for your product or service can be a daunting venture.
Fortunately, you can check if your competitors use those high-potential, relevant
keywords.

<10 minutes to
implement

TOOLS TO USE: Keyword Gap

Choose the ‘Unique to the first domain’s
keywords’ intersection type to see the
terms you might have missed out on.

Find New Keywords
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2

Uncover your rivals’
paid vs. organic
strategy

Should you remove a PPC keyword if you
rank number one in the organic results for
it? Or should you bid on it in order to fight

TOOLS TO USE: Keyword Gap

for the above-the-fold space in SERP? Go
to the Keyword Gap tool to see which strategy is the most popular in your industry.

You’ll also be able to analyze the search
volume and CPC of these keywords:

TIP: explore at least 5 domains in your
niche to get a complete picture.

Get insights
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3

Explore mobile
PPC strategies
in your niche

Mobile PPC is one of the most prominent
trends in 2018. When planning your mobile
strategy, take into account that the keywords you target and the unique selling
propositions you use can differ a lot from
those used in your desktop campaigns.

TOOLS TO USE: Advertising
Research, Display Advertising

The best way to fine-tune your mobile
efforts is to see what tactics are popular
among your competitors.
Use the Advertising Research report to
explore your competitors’ mobile vs. desktop keywords:

Find new keywords
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The Display Advertising report will show you the proportion of your competitor’s GDN
ads seen on tablet, desktop and mobile:

According to your findings, you can update your mobile campaigns with new
keywords and creative ideas.

Get mobile-friendly
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4

Get long-tail
keyword ideas while
staying on budget

Long-tail keywords are hugely valuable for
PPC marketers as they generate relevant,
low-cost traffic.

TOOLS TO USE: Keyword Magic

Use the Keyword Magic Tool and its advanced filters to see only keywords with:
A certain minimal search
volume
A maximal CPC according
to your campaign budget

Broaden your keyword list
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5

Grab ideas for your
ads from multiple
domains

Want to defeat creative block and generate fresh ideas? Then head to the Keyword
Ad History report to see how different domains target a particular keyword with
their ads.

TOOLS TO USE: Keyword Ad History

TIP: along with ideas for ads, you can also detect
seasonality and understand how the analyzed
keywords are popular among advertisers during
certain months.

Get inspired

Search
Campaigns
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Keyword Research
Thorough keyword research is the foundation of a successful PPC campaign. It helps you choose the best search terms and target the right
audience with the right messaging. And what’s most fascinating about
this process is that even one seed keyword is enough to build a whole
keyword empire if you have the right tools in place.
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PPC Keyword Tool
This tool
tool includes
provides
allows
exporting
local tofilters
an
This
advanced
keyword data
AdWords-compatible
CSV file

With PPC Keyword Tool, you can gather a massive list of relevant keywords using multiple sources. Along with adding keywords manually, you
can use the following options:

Related search
terms

Long-tail
suggestions

Competitors’
keywords

Google related
searches

Previously
gathered keywords

Keyword
merging

BONUS: Local
keyword data
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Related search terms
Keywords which are semantically related to your seed keyword:

Long-tail suggestions
Keywords that consist of two or more words and contain your seed keyword:
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Competitors’ keywords
Keywords your rival’s domain is ranking for, organically or in AdWords (you can pick both
options). You can also narrow down your search by entering the keyword you’re willing
to target specifically:

Google related searches
Keywords from the “Searches related to ...” block in the bottom part of the SERP:
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Previously gathered keywords
(.XLS, .TXT or .CSV format)

While setting up your campaign, choose the necessary format and upload your existing
keyword list:
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Keyword merging
A useful feature for those who need to advertise goods or services with multiple characteristics (for instance, different bike types in different cities).

NOTE: this source is available only when you have
already set up a campaign. You can find it under the
‘+ Keywords’ button on the campaign dashboard:

Expand your keyword list
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BONUS: Local keyword data
For all the keywords you have gathered, you can analyze the CPC and volume at a local
level. SEMrush provides accurate local keyword data, so you can plan your budget with
a Swiss watch precision.
To specify the location, go to ‘Campaign settings’ and choose your region and/or city.

Discover local keyword metrics
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Managing Keywords
Building a robust keyword list is only half the battle. The next step is
to organize it properly. In SEMrush, you can effectively manage all the
search terms you’ve found, so that your list is ready to be exported
to AdWords.
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PPC Keyword Tool
This tool
tool includes
allows exporting
provides
local tofilters
an
This
advanced
AdWords-compatible
keyword
data
CSV file

Without leaving the PPC Keyword tool, you
can quickly organize your keyword lists:

Filter

Group

Clean

Find crossgroup negatives
[EXCLUSIVE]

Set match
type
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Filter
SEMrush provides you with all vital PPC metrics: search volume, CPC and competitive
density. You can either delete irrelevant or too expensive keywords manually or set up
advanced filters:

Group
Choose whether you prefer to group keywords manually, keep one keyword per
group or enable automatic grouping:

Set match type
Set broad, modified broad, phrase or exact
match type for specific keywords or for the
entire campaign:
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Clean
It’s hard to imagine a more boring task than removing duplicates, empty campaigns or
special characters from your keyword list. The good news is that you can assign this
work to SEMrush; just hit the ‘Recommendations’ button:

TIP: we recommend that you follow the recommendations in the same order they are given. If you start
with removing empty groups and then proceed with
cleaning keywords, you will then need to go back
and check if new empty groups have appeared.
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Find cross-group negatives [EXCLUSIVE]
This option is exclusive to SEMrush. It’s
definitely worth trying if you want to save
your campaign budget and time (and we
bet you do).

TOOLS TO USE: PPC Keyword Tool

WHY CARE ABOUT IT? When you manage multiple campaigns on pretty much
the same topic, there’s a risk that your ads will start competing with each other. This happens when you use broad or modified broad match types. You can
solve this issue manually by adding the keywords that give rise to unnecessary
competition to ‘negatives’. But it may take you hours.

SEMrush helps find intersecting keywords across
different ad groups in no
time.

Hit the ‘Cross-group negatives’ button and get a list
of words to exclude:

These keywords will then
be sent to the negative keyword list.

Now make sure you set the correct match type, go through
‘Recommendations’ once again and move forward to exporting your list to a .csv or .xls file.

Find cross-group negatives
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Ad Creation
Great ad copy engages and persuades
your potential customers in a split second. Here are 10 ad copywriting winning
techniques from top online retailers:

Our tools will help you produce compelling copy and provide you with advertising ideas that actually work. You can
create your ads directly in SEMrush interface; let’s see how this can be done.

For more details read the full article.
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Ad Builder
This tool allows exporting to an
AdWords-compatible CSV file

This tool will help you beat blank page syndrome and get your writing started. At the
setup stage, you’ll be prompted to add up to 10 competitor domains (manually or using
SEMrush suggestions), and then go to the ‘Text Ads’ section.
Click on the ‘New Ad’ button and dive into the creative process. You can edit the existing
copy and adapt it to your needs. Here you can also get extra ideas from your competitors.

[1] You’ll be warned if the character
limit is exceeded

[3] Tracking code for each ad
generated automatically

[2] Extra ideas from competitors
at your fingertips

[4] Real-time preview
of your ad

TIP: E-commerce websites that advertise multiple
similar items will benefit from the dynamic keyword
insertion feature: by using it you save a lot of time
and keep your ads relevant.

Start creating ads

GDN
Campaigns
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Audience Research
Display advertising is mainly known as a channel for brand awareness.
With this in mind, many small or medium enterprises exclude it from
their marketing mix. But if planned smartly, GDN can increase the efficiency of search campaigns, and, most importantly, drive a lot of conversions on its own.
One of the ways to avoid the budget drain in display campaigns is competitive analysis. Whether you are just planning your first campaign or
want to improve your active campaigns, you can find precious insights
that will add some extra value to your advertising strategy.
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Display Advertising
This tool
tool includes
allows exporting
tofilters
an
This
advanced
AdWords-compatible CSV file

Here are 4 aspects to look at when evaluating competitors’ GDN campaigns. Based on these insights, you can build up your own winning
PPC strategy:

Ad Formats

Devices

Publishers

Ad Examples
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Ad Formats
In GDN, there are several types of ads: text, image, rich media, etc. The Display Advertising report will help you get an idea of the most successful ad types in your niche. Look
at the ‘Ad Types’ report in the Overview section to explore which format is used more
often by your competitors.

Clicking on any of the bars you’ll be redirected to the list of ads you’ll be able to
explore.
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Devices
In our 2017 study, we found out that different industries prefer targeting different devices. For example, desktop is the least popular device type among retailers (only 14%),
while for software products it's twice as popular (28%). With this in mind, a thorough
analysis of devices which are being targeted in your niche is a must.
To find out which OS and devices your competitors prefer to focus on, use the ‘Display
Ads by Device’ report in the Overview section.

Clicking on any of the bars will take
you to the list of ads seen on this
particular device.

iOS or Android: see which OS
is more popular in your niche
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Publishers
GDN's 'thing' is that it's automated to a great extent. But this can work against you.
However, you can minimize risks and increase the chances for your ads to appear on
relevant websites by exploring the most popular media outlets in your niche. The ‘Publishers’ report will come in handy for this:

Pay attention to the ‘Times seen’ and ‘Last seen’ metrics. They’ll show you how often
this advertiser’s ads were noticed on this website and if this is still an active publisher.
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Ad Examples
Finally, to grab some ideas for your own ad creatives, head to the ‘Ads’
tab. There are plenty of aspects to explore:

Calls to
action

Visuals

Seasonality
of ads

Unique selling
propositions

Ad sizes

...and many more.
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If you need more info about any single ad,
click on it and explore the detailed report:

Explore Competitors’ Ads
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Ad Creation
This tool allows exporting to an
AdWords-compatible CSV file

Apart from text ads for search campaigns, Ad Builder allows you to create responsive
HTML ads for GDN. You’ll find this feature in the ‘Display Ads’ section.
In a matter of minutes you will have an engaging display ad created for your campaign.

[1] Write both short and long headlines for your ad
[2] Add your image and logo
[3] Real-time preview of your ad

The ads created will be saved into a .ZIP
archive and can be uploaded to AdWords
without additional edits.

Create compelling ads
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Export
When you feel you’re done with research and creatives, upload your keywords and ads to AdWords in just a few clicks.

Boost Your PPC

We love your feedback!
Was this guide helpful? Is there something
else about PPC tools that you are interested in?
Drop us a line at ppc-toolkit@semrush.com
and share your ideas!

semrush.com

